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Farm to Table = CDOS credits
The Old World Farm where LaSalle students have
worked throughout the summer will extend their
services to our youth through the Fall months. A
strong career work-based resource for many years,
the farm’s owner has been consistently impressed by
the strong work ethic our youth exemplify. CDOS
credentials are NYS Board of Regent-approved
regulations establishing multiple, comparably rigorous pathways to graduation for all students.

Capital Region for Vieques
LaSalle youth volunteered to support and serve
refreshments at a meeting of the Capital Region for
Vieques, an effort designed to meet current and long
term needs of this Puerto Rican island affected by
hurricane damage including bringing solar energy,
water treatment systems, specialized refrigerators to
preserve medication, food and satellite phones to the
isolated and remote island.

New APD Chief Hawkins visits
Albany Police Chief Eric Hawkins visited LaSalle learning about LaSalle’s Albany County juvenile and family reporting center program as well as the agency’s therapeutic
treatment programs from everal administrative and clinical
staff. LaSalle culinary students provided refreshments and
others guided Chief Hawkins on a tour of campus including our independent living unit. The APD is a strong partner teaching youth respect for each other and law enforcement.Turn the page to see more photos of the visit >>

First food fair in LaSalle cafeteria
The CORE Group visited LaSalle in September to
conduct LaSalle’s First Food Fair. During lunch,
youth and staff sampled from breakfast and dinner
foods that may very well be included in future menus
depending on survey responses! The CORE Group is
a food brokerage company representing various food
lines ranging from Campbell soups to Ghirardelli
chocolates.
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Chief Hawkins meets LaSalle staff, students, tours campus

Challenge Course
A test of endurance!

